e Westervelt equation, which describes nonlinear acoustic wave propagation in high intensity ultrasound applications, exhibits potential degeneracy for large acoustic pressure values. While well-posedness results on this PDE have so far been based on smallness of the solution in a higher order spatial norm, non-degeneracy can be enforced explicitly by a pointwise state constraint in a minimization problem, thus allowing for pressures with large gradients and higher-order derivatives, as is required in the mentioned applications. Using regularity results on the linearized state equation, well-posedness and necessary optimality conditions for the PDE constrained optimization problem can be shown via a relaxation approach by Alibert and Raymond [Alibert and Raymond ] . for Ω ⊆ R n , n ∈ {1, 2, 3} (typically n = 3). Here, y is the acoustic pressure uctuation, c > 0 is the speed of sound, b > 0, d > 0 are coe cients for strong and weak damping, respectively (related to the di usivity of sound), k = 2β a /(rc 2 ), r > 0 is the mass density, and β a > 1 is the parameter of nonlinearity. e control u acting on part of the boundary Γ models excitation of the normal derivative of the acoustic pressure by the normal acceleration of the piezoelectric transducers, which are typically arranged in a two dimensional array. e absorbing boundary conditions on the restΓ := ∂Ω \ Γ of the boundary are used to avoid re ections on the arti cial boundary of the computational domain. For details we refer, e.g., to the original article [Westervelt ] , as well as to [Clason, Kaltenbacher, and Veljovic ; Kaltenbacher and Lasiecka ] and the references therein. e Westervelt equation ( . ) is not only nonlinear but in particular exhibits potential degeneracy due to the coe cient (1−2ku) of u tt . erefore any well-posedness proof requires some estimate on u L ∞ ((0,T )×Ω so that 1 − 2ku can be guaranteed to stay bounded away from zero. So far this has been achieved by deriving C(0, T ; H 2 (Ω)) bounds on u (by means of energy estimates) and using Sobolev's embedding H 2 (Ω) → L ∞ (Ω). e drawback of this approach is that it requires u to be small in C(0, T ; H 2 (Ω)) (enforcing strong smoothness of the pressure distribution), whereas it should be su cient to only have pointwise boundedness by a typically relatively large constant m < 1 2k
. is is especially relevant in applications. Hence a major issue we wish to address is to improve the existing theory of C(0, T ; H 2 (Ω))-small solutions and establish existence of large solutions (up to y L ∞ ((0,T )×Ω) <
2k
). e idea used here to achieve these goals is to explicitly impose the L ∞ bound as a state constraint in a minimization problem, in which the state is driven to possibly large sound pressure levels by boundary control (i.e., excitation) of a tracking type cost functional. Of course, minimization is not only a means for obtaining existence of large solutions, but of practical relevance on its own. is paper is organized as follows. A er introducing the precise problem formulation and some necessary notation in the remainder of this section, we discuss well-posedness of the state equation in Section . Section is concerned with the existence of and rst order optimality conditions for solutions of the state constrained control problem.
We consider the optimal control problem
To avoid the degeneracy at ky 1 and control large negative pressure values, we use pointwise state constraints:
0 < M y and 0 < M y < 1 k .
We will assume from here on that the bounds ( . ) are satis ed. Moreover, large values of the quadratic term are prevented via the gradient constraint
where m y > 0, P, Q ∈ [1, ∞] are supposed to satisfy ( . )
(e.g., P = 2, Q = 4), and C H 1 ,L 6 is the norm of the embedding
In the following, for given initial data y 0 , y 1 , we denote the control space by
and the unconstrained state space by
e constrained state space is
For future reference, we also introduce here the spaces ( . )
where V − * denotes the predual of the normed vector space V, i.e., (V Similarly to Proposition in [Clason, Kaltenbacher, and Veljovic ] or eorem . in [Kaltenbacher and Lasiecka ] , under the compatibility and smoothness conditions ( . )
(the last condition being already incorporated in the de nition of the space U) one can show a well-posedness results for the following linear problem related to ( . ) for given z, w, u:
whose weak formulation is ( . )
Lemma . . For any
• u ∈ U, and
there exists a unique solution y ∈Y r to ( . ). Furthermore, there exists a C > 0 depending only on z C 1 (0,T ;L 2 (Ω)) , M y , M y , such that for all such w, u, and y 0 , y 1 satisfying in addition c
Proof. Existence of a solution follows analogously to the proof of Proposition in [Clason, Kaltenbacher, and Veljovic ] . To see the energy estimate ( . ), we set v = y t in ( . ) and use the fact that
where we can estimate
with C = 27 32
, b = min{b, d}, and C H 1 ,L 6 again the embedding norm (see the proof of eorem . in [Kaltenbacher and Lasiecka ] ), as well as
for an appropriate constantC > 0, and
where C tr is the norm of the trace operator H
Moreover, we di erentiate the PDE with respect to time and multiply with y tt to obtain
and proceed analogously to above to obtain
which by z 1−kM y > 0 and Gronwall's inequality gives the
part of the estimate. To get regularity in space, we multiply the PDE with −∆y and obtain
Finally, resolving the PDE with respect to the strong damping term b∆y t = zy tt − c
In the following we will derive some regularity results for the solution of the adjoint PDE, which will be part of the optimality system and whose right hand side is composed of a measure-valued part and a part in the dual of
By duality we rst of all conclude a regularity result for the adjoint PDE with the right hand side being measure-valued or a derivative (via the di erential operator D) of a measure.
, and let D be an arbitrary bounded linear operator
any solution p to
for all v ∈Y r is contained in the spaceP r,p de ned as the predual of W r,p , cf. ( . ). Furthermore, there exists a C > 0 depending only on
If some subspace H of W r,p is dense in D * M(0, T ; M(Ω)) with respect to the topology ofY r * , then for all µ ∈ M(0, T ; M(Ω)) a solution p ∈P r,p exists.
Proof. To obtain an estimate of p inP r,p , we insert the solution v * of ( . ) 
Indeed, analogously to Lemma . , v * ∈Y r and ( . )
erefore, by ( . ), ( . ), ( . ) and ( . ) we get ( . )
Existence of p can be obtained by considering an approximating sequence
converging to D * µ inY r * . Similarly to Lemma . one sees that for all k ∈ N a solution p k of ( . ) with µ := µ k exists, and by ( . ) the sequence (p k ) k∈N is bounded inP r,p , which is re exive for p, r ∈ (1, ∞). us, taking limits along a weakly convergent subsequence one arrives at a solution to ( . ).
Similarly to Corollary . we get
for all v ∈Y is contained in the spaceP r,p . Furthermore, there exists a C > 0 depending only on z C 1 (0,T ;L 2 (Ω)) , M y , M y , such that for all such µ,
) with respect to the topology ofY r, * , then for all µ ∈ W −1,
By interpolation we obtain the following intermediate result between Lemma . and Corollary . which will be useful for establishing regularity of the adjoint state later on.
, and
For any
for all v ∈Y exists and is contained in P σ,θ as in ( . ). Furthermore, there exists a C > 0 depending only on z C 1 (0,T ;L 2 (Ω)) , M y , M y , such that for all such µ,
.
Proof. e proof is based on the exact interpolation theorem [Adams and Fournier , eorem . ] , which states that boundedness of
where θ ∈ (0, 1), q ∈ (1, ∞) (these restrictions can be relaxed to include q ∈ {1, ∞} under certain conditions, but this will not be needed here). Here X 0 , X 1 are continuously embedded in a common Hausdor topological space, likewise for Y 0 , Y 1 , and the interpolation spaces are de ned either by the J-or by the K-method of real interpolation (see, e.g., [Adams and Fournier , Chapter ] ). Consider now the solution operator S that maps the right hand side f to a (weak) solution p of the adjoint equation
(Here we take an arbitrary but xed selection from the solution set.) Consider rst of all the part of µ that lies in M(0, T ; M(Ω)). Corollary . with
for any p ∈ (1, 2] (so that the space W 1,p (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)) on the right hand side is re exive) and for any ( . ) α ∈ [0, 1), β ∈ 0, 2 − n 2 .
Here, we have used Sobolev's embedding
Similarly to the lower and higher order in time energy estimates ( . ), ( . ) in the proof of Lemma . , we have boundedness of ( . )
For applying interpolation to ( . ) and ( . ), we consider appropriate sub-and superspaces in order to
• avoid the (pre)dual of an intersection in the de nition of Y 0 ,
• work with Sobolev spaces instead of spaces of continuous functions, and
• match the Lebesgue space indices between spaces to be interpolated (which is required if they have di erent smoothness index).
Speci cally, instead of ( . ) and ( . ) we use boundedness of ( . )
and of ( . )
for any p,p,p ∈ (1, 2],r = p p−1 ∈ [2, ∞),q ∈ (1, ∞). e exact interpolation theorem applied to ( . ) and ( . ) then yields boundedness of
(where we have interpolated separately for a) and b) in ( . )). Here B s,p,q denotes the Besov space of order s over L p with interpolation indexq in the J-method of interpolation; cf. [Adams and Fournier , Chapter ] . e choice of θ in ( . ) is dictated by the need for embedding M(0, T ; M(Ω)) into the preimage space of S using the continuous and dense embeddings
(cf. [Adams and Fournier , eorem . ] for the embedding result), and the restrictions ( . ) on α, β.
Since we can letp p−1 → ∞, and setp = √ 2, we may choose θ ∈ [1,
, we have
Putting this together, we get from ( . ) that for all > 0,r ∈ [2, ∞),q ∈ (1, ∞)
is bounded. Similarly as for the part of µ in W −1,
for any p ∈ (1, 2] and for any
we get, in place of ( . ), boundedness of For the nonlinear model we will not show existence of a solution, since this would require a smallness condition on u, which -as opposed to [Clason, Kaltenbacher, and Veljovic ; Kaltenbacher and Lasiecka ] -we do not want to impose here. We rather prove a regularity result provided that a solution exists and satis es the state constraints.
Lemma . . Fix m y , P, Q satisfying ( . ). en for any weak solution y to ( . ) with −M y y M y , y t L Q (0,T ;L P (Ω)) m y , u ∈ U, and y 0 , y 1 satisfying ( . ), we have y ∈ Y. Furthermore, there exists a C > 0 depending only on M y , M y , m y , such that for all u ∈ U, y 0 , y 1 with ( . ), any such weak solution y to ( . ) satis es
Proof. Setting ( . )
To control the rst term on the right hand side by the rst and the fourth term on the le hand side, we use interpolation
, cf. ( . ), and
for P, Q ∈ [1, ∞] such that ( . ) holds, and apply this to v = y t .
Similarly, inserting ( . ) in ( . ) yields
where we estimate the rst term on the right hand side by means of ( . ) with v = y tt . is yields
Finally, with ( . ) in ( . ) we get
Resolving the PDE with respect to the strong damping term
this time even provides C 1 (0, T ; H 2 (Ω)) regularity.
Remark . . In the following we will work with homogeneous initial conditions y 0 = 0, y 1 = 0, u(0) = 0, and hence linear control and state spaces U, Y. Note that this choice automatically satis es the compatibility conditions ( . ).
Non-vanishing (and potentially even large) initial data can be tackled by considering the extension y ext = y 0 + ty 1 of the initial data and the PDE
, with homogeneous initial data and inhomogeneous right hand side f(t, x) = c 2 (∆y 0 (x) + t∆y 1 (x)) + b∆y 1 (x) − dy 1 (x). Lemma . easily extends to this PDE with an additional term C f L r (0,T ;L 2 (Ω)) + f H 1 (0,T ;(H 1 (Ω)) * ) (cf. ( . )) on the right hand side of the estimate ( . ). Since no smallness on f has to be imposed, this allows for large initial data up to the
We turn to the state constrained optimal control problem
(1 − ky)y tt − c 2 ∆y − b∆y t + dy t − k(y t ) 2 = 0 in Q,
for m y , P, Q satisfying ( . ), and de ne
by the weak form of the PDE with boundary and initial conditions on y in (P sc ). Here U and Y are de ned as in ( . ) with y 0 = y 1 = 0 and are thus linear spaces. e case of inhomogeneous initial data can be treated as described in Remark . .
We then have the following existence result.
eorem . . ere exists a minimizer (u * , y * ) ∈ U × Y M of (P sc ).
Proof. By non-emptiness of the feasible set (u, y) (take (u, y) = (0, 0)), boundedness of J from below, and the coercivity of the functional in u, we obtain the existence of a minimizing sequence whose control part is bounded in U. e equality and state constraints together with Lemma . imply that the y components of the minimizing sequence are uniformly bounded in Y. Hence, there exists a subsequence, denoted by {(u n , y n )} n∈N , that weakly converges in U ×Ŷ s to (u * , y * ) ∈ U ×Ŷ s for s ∈ (1, ∞). Due to the compact embedding of Y in Z and the weak continuity of the mapping y → k(y t ) 2 fromŶ s to V, we have that along some subsequence (y n k ) k∈N ,
and y * satis es the inequality constraints. us, we can pass to the limit in (the weak formulation of) G(u n k , y n k ) = 0 to obtain G(u * , y * ) = 0 and therefore by Lemma . , y * ∈ Y.
We mention in passing that the result extends to cost functions J(u, y) that are bounded from below, weakly lower semi-continuous in U × Y, and U-coercive with respect to u.
Due to the fact that we deal with a nonlinear PDE and the control only acts on the boundary, a regular point condition according to, e.g., [Alibert and Raymond ] , would require existence of
where G y denotes the Fréchet derivative of G with respect to y. is seems hard or even impossible to satisfy due to the relative low dimensionality of the control as compared to the state. erefore, as in [Clason and Kaltenbacher ] , we introduce a relaxation according to [Bonnans and Casas ] , combined with a localization technique as in [Casas and Tröltzsch ] . Speci cally, we introduce new independent variables w and z in place of the nonlinearities k(y t ) 2 and (1 − ky), respectively, and penalize the deviation from the original minimizers. Taking the limit with respect to the penalty parameter in the corresponding optimality conditions yields the optimality system for the original problem. We thus consider
and J ε : U × W × ZY → R is given by
, and C as in Lemma . , where
so that boundedness of w, z, u in the spacesŴ,Ẑ,Û respectively, will imply their boundedness in the spaces as needed according to Lemma . . Existence of a global minimizer to (P sc,ε ) follows analogously to the proof of eorem . .
Lemma . . ere exists a minimizer (u * ε , w * ε , (z * ε , y * ε )) ∈ U × W × ZY of (P sc,ε ).
We now derive optimality conditions for (P sc,ε ), which will yield optimality conditions for (P sc ) by taking the limit ε → 0. To this end, we de ne
by the weak form ( . ) of the PDE with boundary and initial conditions on y in (P sc,ε ). ( e mapping properties of G bil can be veri ed by inspection of ( . ).)
Lemma . . Let (u * ε , w * ε , z * ε , y * ε ) ∈ U × W × ZY be a local minimizer of (P sc,ε ). en there exist µ * ε , µ * ε ∈ M(0, T ; M(Ω)) satisfying 
